
EZ-RACK INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

                                                       

      Basic Kit   

                                                          

                                                                              

***Please Note: when installing the complete EZ

final position of the unit has been achieved.

1. Thread the strap through the tire plates

2. If using the basic kit wrap the webbing and plates around the tire, positioning it in the desire 

location and use the ratchet strap to securely tighten the rack to the tire. ***Note: Any added 

hardware must be securely mounted to the ti
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: when installing the complete EZ-Rack do not tighten bolts completely until the 

final position of the unit has been achieved. 
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2. If using the basic kit wrap the webbing and plates around the tire, positioning it in the desire 

location and use the ratchet strap to securely tighten the rack to the tire. ***Note: Any added 

hardware must be securely mounted to the tire plate prior to final tighten down.
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3. If using the complete kit: Measure the outside diameter of the tire (fig.1) 

4.  Place the corner plates flat on the ground and position the tire mounts inside. Using you 

measurement of the tire, select the hole pattern that closely matches the tire size.  Using the 

supplied hardware kit, hand tighten the corner mounts at the top and the tire plates to the 

corner mounts on the side.  ***NOTE this adjustment may take a few tries to achieve the 

desired location.   

5.  After the final positioning has been determined remove rack and tighten bolts. 

6.  If any additional hardware is being added to the EZ-RACK, mount it prior to final tighten 

down. 

7.  Have someone assist you in the install once your rack and additional hardware are 

completely assembled. 

8.  When the EZ-RACK in not in use, have someone assist you in the removal of the rack without 

any dismantling.  Allowing for EZ installation next time you hit the trail!!! 

**Please Note:  The EZ-RACK is designed for many different hardware mounting options.  Some 

slight modifications may be needed in order for your application to work.  Remember to take 

your time, measure everything out and think the process through prior to drilling any holes in 

the EZ-RACK. 

 


